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“We think it was an excellent transition for both 
parties. We will add the dispensing products 
developed and marketed by Lerner Systems to 
our portfolio of jetting systems”, says VERMES 
Microdispensing CEO, Juergen Staedtler.

Lerner Systems’ product lines are a perfect strategic 
fit with VERMES Microdispensing’s global position. 
They are an ideal addition to the fast growing 
company and its focus on dispensing challenging 
materials in industrial manufacturing processes 
and helping customers meet their quality and 
productivity targets.

VERMES Microdispensing, a world leader in 
the design and manufacture of innovative 
microdispensing solutions, today announced 
its successful acquisition of Lerner Systems, a 
Germany-based international manufacturer of 
contact-free microdispensing systems.

VERMES Microdispensing has acquired the rights 
and assets to the entire Lerner Systems product 
lines, including electro-pneumatic and piezo-jet 
microdispensing valves, controllers and process 
equipment.

VERMES Microdispensing acquired Lerner Systems
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The Lerner Systems team will join VERMES 
Microdispensing and add to the company’s overall 
dispensing expertise.

“The global infrastructure, the worldwide sales 
network, the innovative research & development 
team and extensive technical competence of 
VERMES Microdispensing, as well as its constant 
expansion and growth offer an optimal new 
environment for the Lerner Systems team,” states 
Semen Lerner, Managing Director of Lerner 
Systems.

The Lerner team brings decades of expertise in 
developing and manufacturing microdispensing 
solutions for a range of jetting valves.

“I am delighted to add Lerner Systems to our 
portfolio of microdispensing systems and 
solutions and look forward to welcoming the team. 
Their skills will support our goal for continued 
innovations,“ adds Juergen Staedtler.

A systematic integration plan has been 
implemented. The integration allows for the Lerner 

Systems to become a new product line within 
VERMES Microdispensing. The portfolio includes 
electro-pneumatic as well as piezo-based valves 
and their controllers.

The systems are suitable for dispensing low- to 
high-viscosity liquids. The contact-free jet valves 
offer manufacturers a fast and easy way to 
create accurate, repeatable micro deposits for 
demanding dispensing processes.

The customers of Lerner Systems will now have 
access to the entire VERMES Microdispensing 
product range. They will receive a wide range 
of dispensing solution offerings of exceptional 
quality and reliability and the benefit of wordwide 
service and support.
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